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Attachment 1 

Mangōnui and Rangitoto Peninsula Heritage Area (‘MRPHA’) - Part B Overlay on 
Rangitoto Peninsula  

Bases of Objection 

 

It is inappropriate and contrary to Part 2 of the RMA for the MRPHA-Part B overlay 
proposed for the eastern side of the Mangonui Harbour (‘RPHAB’) to encompass the 
whole of the Rangitoto Peninsula (‘RP’) and in particular to encompass the three Sites we 
own (as listed in Annexure A), for the following reasons: 

Reason No. 1: 

The rationale for, and the areal extent of, the RPHAB was based on inadequate and 
incomplete expert evidence and analysis.  

The ‘Historic Heritage & Heritage Area Overlay Section 32 Report’ 
associated with the PDP (“S.32 HR”) states:  

“The Plan Heritage assessment reports were completed in June 2020 …. 
and have informed the section 32 evaluation.”1 [emphasis added] 

The Plan Heritage reports being: 

 ‘Plan.Heritage Stage 1 Background Report’ (Attachment 2 to the S.32 HR) 
referred to here as “PH1”, and  

 ‘Plan.Heritage Stage 2 Rapid Assessment Reports’ (Attachment 3 to the 
S.32 HR) referred to here as “PH2”. 

The work undertaken by the Plan Heritage consultants for the FNDC as 
documented in the PH1 & PH2 reports was intended to be preliminary and not used 
as the definitive basis for establishing policies and rules in a Notified District Plan 
(DP). The reports include many comments that support this contention, including 
in PH2: 

• “For each Historic Heritage Area the following is presented ….• High level 
management/ risk information, which requires further ground truthing and 
stakeholder engagement.”2 

 

• Under the Chapter headed: “METHODS FOR FURTHER ASSESSMENT”: 
“The evaluations in this report are based on high-level research and a single 
site visit, so further assessment is required. In particular, there has been no 
stakeholder engagement to date. The following are preliminary 
recommendations in terms of developing the methodology, fieldwork and 

 
1 S.32 HR, p15 
2 PH2, p4 
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stakeholder engagement to finalise the evaluations.”3 [This statement was 
followed by three pages detailing what further work was recommended], and 

 

• “Further work is required to define ‘sub-areas’  • This will include review of 
design guidance for those areas; • Historic Heritage Management Plans should 
be prepared which detail management responses and specific policies for 
heritage areas and sub areas”4,  

 

We understand none of the recommended further work has been undertaken or 
commissioned by the FNDC (or if it has, it has not informed the S.32 HR or the 
Heritage Area Overlays chapter of the Notified PDP).  

We understand the Auckland based consultants never ventured onto the RP during 
their single visit to the district, but only looked at it from across the harbour. They 
never contacted any of the RP owners, some of whom (including ourselves) have 
accumulated substantial historical information relating to the physical and cultural 
history of this land.  

We identified and documented a number of untrue, misleading or questionable 
assertions in the PH2 report and wrote a letter to Plan Heritage in September 2020 
on behalf of ourselves and our neighbours, the Ferguson family5 (included here as 
Annexure B) asking Plan Heritage to either evidence their assertions or retract 
them. We understand Plan Heritage shared that letter with FNDC Planning 
Department staff. We received no response to that letter from either Plan Heritage 
or FNDC, from which we conclude all of the matters we listed in that document 
represent valid deficiencies of the PH2 report, and hence deficiencies of the S.32 
HR evaluation that was basis for the RPHAB. 

 

Reason No.2: 

The boundaries for the RPHAB do not adhere to any self-consistent logic. 

A HA must clearly encompass scheduled Heritage Resources (as listed in the 
PDP) and any other significant concentrations of ‘Historic Heritage natural and 
physical resources’ (per the relevant definition in the RMA) that relate to each other, 
and not include areas which do not have a reasonable concentration of such 
resources, or conversely not arbitrarily exclude immediately neighbouring areas 
that do contain a high concentration of such resources. 

Neither Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZ) or local Iwi/hapu were 
consulted by Plan Heritage or the FNDC in relation to where the boundaries should 

 
3 Ibid, p248 
4 Ibid, p252 
5 Letter signed by Ian Palmer to John and Adina Brown, Plan Heritage Ltd. Subject: ‘Plan Heritage Ltd Reports 
prepared for the FNDC’, dated September 27th, 2021 
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be placed prior to the boundaries of the RPHAB that appear in the Notified PDP 
being fixed.  

HNZ (who supported the concept of combining areas of colonial European built 
heritage and pre-contact Māori heritage in a single HA) in their submission on the 
draft PDP suggested in relation to the entire MRPHA that: 

 “ … the boundary needs to be extended to include the entire harbour and 
associated adjacent ridge line perimeter”6.  

This would include, inter-alia, the land to the west and north of Hihi including the 
Whakaangi maunga. While we don’t agree with HNZ’s premise of combining the 
two types of heritage (as discussed below under Reason No. 4), what they 
proposed based on that premise is logical given that the distribution of known Māori 
archaeological sites and Sites of Significance to Māori are more concentrated on 
the lands that HNZ’s proposed extension would cover, as compared to the RP7. 
HNZ’s feed-back was not acted on by the FNDC as the RPHAB boundaries first 
proposed by Plan Heritage were not subsequently changed. 

In response to a Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 
(LGOIMA) request, the FNDC advised8 in relation to the MRPHA it had only 
consulted with two Iwi organisations (corresponding with the two listed as a. & b. 
under Reason No. 4 below). It was also stated in that LGOIMA response to a 
request for “A list of the issues or questions put to (or intended to be put to) [such 
organisations]:  

“The issue to be explored with these representative organisations is the 
inclusion of Māori heritage resources in the draft heritage areas”. 

This response indicates that the question of what land should (or should not) be 
encompassed by the MRPHA on account of its Māori cultural or heritage 
associations was not canvassed with anyone representing tangata whenua. No 
additional Heritage Resources have been listed for the RP in the Notified PDP 
versus the draft, suggesting that those consulted didn’t propose any. 

This is perhaps not surprising, as there is a paucity of regionally significant Māori 
archaeological sites or Sites of Significance to Māori, or any other resources that 
could legitimately be defined as Historic Heritage on the RP, at least wrt our RP 
Sites. By contrast, slightly further to the east on Māori Waiaua land and the 
Whakaangi maunga there is a high concentration of such Historic Heritage 
resources.9   

The Rangitoto Pa site to the west of our RP Sites (on the FNDC administered 
‘Rangitoto Recreation Reserve’, aka ‘Allotment 71 Parish of Mangonui East’) is a 

 
6 Letter signed by Bill Edwards, HNZ’s Area Manager Northland, to the attn of FNDC’s Greg Wilson, Subject: 
‘Feedback of HNZ on the Draft Heritage Areas in the Far North’: dated October 26th, 2021, p6 
7 As documented in: ‘Northland Conservancy Historical Series No.6  “An Archaeological Survey Of 
Whakaangi, Doubtless Bay”’, J. Robinson for DoC, 2007 
8 LGOIMA response by email dated October 22nd , 2022 addressed to Ian Palmer from FNDC’s solicitor  Erica Cooney 
9 For example as documented by Robinson ibid. 
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significant site, however the RPHAB appears to have been extended from that site 
east across our Sites to encompass a purported Māori ‘Cliff Pa’ site (NZAA O04/17) 
supposedly located to the east of our land on our neighbour’s Site (Lot 1, 
DP91523). We understand that this purported Pa site is unknown to the owner of 
that Site, who has owned that site for some 40 years.  Our above referenced 
September 2021 document gave evidence that the purported Pa site is non-
existent. Possibly it was wiped out by the large slip that clearly has occurred in that 
area many decades ago, or by the earthworks associated with the establishment 
of the Hihi township. Certainly no one has been able to reliably define its location. 
(We invited HNZ’s James Robinson to visit the area in September 2021 to clarify 
the matter, but that invitation was not taken up). 

There are other inconsistencies with the proposed MRPHA, including its exclusion 
of the area known to be the site of historically important Māori flax workings on the 
Mangonui town side of the harbour. 

 

Reason No.3: 

It is inappropriate to combine areas featuring colonial period European built 
Historic Heritage resources with areas featuring pre contact Māori Historic Heritage 
resources in a single HA. 

We concur in principle that both colonial period European built heritage and pre 
contact Māori heritage (particularly archaeological features and identified Sites of 
Significance to Māori) are equally deserving of protection. However, combining the 
two disparate types of Historic Heritage in a single HA is highly problematic, 
particularly in this region, having regard to the discordant relationship between the 
tangata whenua and the colonially settlers and government authorities in this area 
in the 19th and early 20th centuries10.  

Combing the two disparate types of Historic Heritage leads to ambiguities as to 
what heritage attributes or heritage ‘stories’ are intended to be preserved, 
encouraged or ‘honoured’ across the RPHAB. For example, is building a colonial 
style dwelling in the style and scale of the kind being protected in the Mangonui 
township on our RP Sites (included in the RPHAB on account of their pre-colonial 
Māori heritage features) to be supported by the consenting authority, or is it to be 
opposed as an afront to tangata whenua? 

In response to a query as to the requirement to consult with tangata whenua in 
relation to related Resource Consent (RC) applications (which could for example 
be an application to construct a European colonial style residence on RP land), the 
PDP team response11 was:  

“At this stage there is no mandatory requirement in the Proposed District 
Plan requiring consultation with tangata whenua in relation to resource 

 
10 As for example documented in the Waitangi Tribunal’s 1997 published ‘Muriwhenua Land Report’. 
11 Email from FNDC’s Liz Searle, Policy Planner, to Ian Palmer, October 10th, 2022 
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consent applications.  I would however refer you to TW-P6 in the tangata 
whenua chapter which outlines matters to consider when assessing 
applications for land use and subdivision that may result in adverse effects 
on the relationship of tangata whenua with their ancestral lands, water, 
sites, wāhi tapu and other taonga.  Depending on the consent being sought 
and/or site-specific matters, consultation is regarded as good practice and 
it may be requested by the resource consents team.” [emphasis added]. 

Which clearly indicates such consultation is to be expected for RC applications 
where the land concerned has been included under a HA overlay on account of 
Māori Historic Heritage and/or cultural value reasons, as is the case for our RP 
Sites. 

We also note that FNDC planners considering subdivision RC applications in HA 
overlay areas (where such activity is to be classed as “Restricted Discretionary”) 
are to have particular regard to such tangata whenua consultation feedback12. 

The Accidental Discovery protocol (HA-S3) states in part [with emphasis added]: 

“Within 24 hours of the discovery the owner of the site, tenant or the 
contractor must: ….. inform  …. Tangata Whenua if the discovery is an 
archaeological site, Māori cultural artefact, or kōiwi.” [Noting 
archaeological site is not a defined term in the PDP so presumably it equates 
to the definition in the Heritage Act which is very broad], and: 

“No works shall recommence until the discovery area is inspected by the 
relevant authority or agency, this shall include ….If the discovery is of 
archaeological material other than evidence of contaminants, a site 
inspection for the purpose of initial assessment and response will be 
arranged by the Council in consultation with Heritage New Zealand 
Pouhere Taonga and appropriate Tangata Whenua representatives” 

Tangata whenua consultation for proposed or approved activities in the RPHAB 
area is highly problematic for a number of reasons, including: 

1) The overlapping and competing claims of mana whenua over the RP 
land as between at least three disparate ‘tangata whenua’ groups, 
being: 

a. The Ngati Kahu ki Whangaroa Iwi13,  

b. The hapu of Ngati Ruaiti, Matarahurahu and Ngai Takiora who 
affiliate with the Ngati Kahu Iwi and its representative body ‘Te 
Runanga-a-Iwi o Ngati Kahu’(TRINK)14, and  

 
12 per rule SUB-R13, Matters of discretion item d. 
13 Ngāti Kahu ki Whangaroa are said to exercise kaitiakitanga for the purposes of the RMA based on the Area of 
Interest agreed between Ngāti Kahu ki Whangaroa and the Crown in the Deed of Settlement signed on 18 
December 2015 (which includes all of the RP); refer: https://www.tkm.govt.nz/iwi/ngati-kahu-ki-whangaroa .  
14 Refer Professor Margaret Mutu etal’s 2017 book ‘Ngati Kahu, Portrait of a Sovereign Nation’, Map 8 re the Rohe 
of listed hapu (which includes all of the RP); 
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c. the largest Ngati Kahu hapu Te Paatu and their associated 
Kauhanga Trust that do not affiliate with TRINK 15.  

Having to transparently approach such multiple groups all claiming to 
be the relevant tangata whenua, or the Iwi/hapu who has mana 
whenua over the land in question, will unnecessarily aggravate 
animosities and contribute to community disharmony. Any RC feed-
back is liable to be inconsistent or contradictory. 

2) The representatives of such tangata whenua groups that are 
expected to review such RC applications or be involved in site 
inspections and respond to associated consultation requests are not 
resourced to do so, leading to either no well-considered responses 
and/or a tendency for informal payments to be expected/made to 
obtain feed-back supportive of the landowner’s plans, 

3) It will encourage, and likely result in, negative responses on account 
of long standing (and well founded in our view) grievances as to the 
way the land was originally alienated from Māori in the mid-19th 
Century16.   

How the FNDC’s planners should weigh-up such problematic consultation feed-
back is ill-defined in the PDP and highly problematic in itself.  

The latter point 3) listed above, risks undermining the key principle on which the 
New Zealand ‘Torrens’ system of land titling is built; that being the pivotal concept 
of Indefeasibility of Title17. The interests of the current private owners of land whose 
title is guaranteed by the Crown should not be prejudiced by matters concerning 
grievances related to ‘the relationship of tangata whenua with their ancestral lands’. 
These are matters as between the aggrieved parties and the Crown; the Crown 
being the party responsible for how it alienated Māori from the land in the mid-19th 
Century. The legislative underpinnings of the Historic Heritage chapters of DPs (ie 
Section 6(f) of the RMA) does not support allowing such sensitive Māori-pakeha 
relationship issues to be drawn in to Historic Heritage planning (for the reasons 
espoused in Reason No.4 below). 

The most tangible legitimate potential concerns of tangata whenua, related to 
protection of pre-colonial archaeological sites and Sites of Significance to Māori, 
are already addressed fully by other means; including other (non-Heritage) 
sections of the PDP and by the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 

 
15 Refer the map associated the ‘Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011’ application for Protected 
Customary Rights (PCRs) and Customary Marine Title (CMT) by the Te Paatu/Kauhanga affiliated application group 
“Nga Hapu o Ngati Kahu” (application Ref No. CIV-2017-485-268),  (which encompasses all of the RP); 
16 As enunciated in ‘Ngati Kahu, Portrait of a Sovereign Nation’, (ibid).  Refer particularly to Table 11, p308, that lists 
Rangitoto as one of the “Lands to be relinquished in full and final settlement” of Ngati Kahu’s unresolved Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi grievances claim. 
17 For explanation of Indefeasibility of Title and its importance refer:  https://legalvision.co.nz/property-and-
leasing/indefeasibility-of-title-new-zealand/ 
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(‘Heritage Act’). We note in this regard from our own experience that the FNDC 
routinely asks for HNZ comment on RC applications associated with RP land and 
the FNDC routinely reminds applicants of relevant provisions of the Heritage Act 
and the current Accidental Discovery Protocol in its responses to RC applications, 
without the land needing to be subject of a HA overlay.  

If having received feed-back from some or all of multiple disparate tangata whenua 
groups, it is likely in many cases that the FNDC planners will subsequently make 
decisions that don’t accord with some or all of that feedback, owing to the likely 
problematic issues with such consultation and feedback as discussed above, and 
owing to the RMA strictures that the planners must abide by. This will only add to 
the prevailing antagonism between many parts of Maoridom in this district and the 
FNDC.  

  

Reason No.4: 

Designating an area of land as a ‘Heritage Area’ based on its Māori cultural 
connections and/or landscape attributes amounts to ‘Double Counting’ 
contrary to the RMA according to Environment Court and High Court rulings. 

The RMA requires DPs to address certain ‘matters of national importance’, 
including: 

• protecting natural character of the environment and landscapes per RMA 
Sections 6(a) and 6(b),  

• Māori cultural issues and values per 6(e), and  

• Historic Heritage resources per 6(f).  

The National Planning Standards (NPS)18 requires these matters to be addressed 
in their own specific chapters of a DP where all of the policies and rules related to 
these matters must be located. For example, the NPS states19[with emphasis 
added]: 

“If the following matters are addressed, they must be located in the 
Natural features and landscapes chapter:  

a. identification of features and landscapes that are outstanding, 
significant or otherwise valued  

b. provisions to protect and manage outstanding natural features 
and landscapes  

c. provisions to manage other valued features and landscapes.”  

 
18 Ministry for the Environment. November 2019. “National Planning Standards”. Wellington: Ministry for the 
Environment. (as updated February 2022): https://environment.govt.nz/publications/national-planning-standards/ 
 
19 ibid, p34 
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The Environment Court (EC), and the High Court (HC) on appeal against EC 
rulings, has, in several key cases, ruled against, or cautioned against, ‘double-
counting’ (their term) either Māori issues or natural character/landscape issues 
under the umbrella of Historic Heritage protection.20 The EC & HC have also 
cautioned against the use of the terms such as “heritage landscape”, “cultural 
landscape”  & “cultural heritage landscape” (here referred to collectively as “HLs”) 
in regards classifying wide areas of land as Historic Heritage resources.21 The 
courts have indicated that a high threshold test needs to be passed in order for a 
HL to be protected under the authority of Section 6(f). Judge Whiting R in ‘Clevedon 
vs Manukau City Council’ stated [with emphasis added]:  

“Because of the strong direction in the Act to recognise and provide for 
matters of national importance, decision makers under the Act should not 
hold that a landscape qualifies as a cultural heritage landscape under 
Section 6(f) without adequate expert evidence of a probative nature. 
There requires sufficient intensity of heritage fabric woven into the 
landscape to warrant the application of Section 6(f).”22  

This is what we refer to below as the “Whiting Test”. 

It is very pertinent that in ‘Guyco vs FNDC’ the EC ruled (in part) against the FNDC 
and required the then proposed ‘Paihia Mission Heritage Area’ (that was already of 
modest dimensions compared to the new HAs in the PDP), be shrunk to only 
encompass land in close proximity to specific Heritage Resources23. The PDP, by 
proposing to extend HAs, including the RPHAB, to encompass land far away from 
any listed Heritage Resources or any other significant Historic Heritage resources 
(and specifically proposing to capture the RP land in the RPHAB on account of it 
being ‘heritage landscape’) is a direct afront to prior EC and HC cautions and 
rulings.  

It is clear from the PH2 report (in which the word landscape(s) appears 138 times) 
and comments in the S.32 HR (in which the word landscape(s) appears 52 times) 
that the basis for defining the RPHAB as Historic Heritage to be protected under 
the legislative authority of Section 6(f), is due to its purported Māori cultural 
associations and visual amenity landscape attributes. This amounts to ‘double 
counting’ unless it can be demonstrated that the “landscape qualifies as a cultural 
heritage landscape”, per the above referenced Whiting Test; however, it fails this 
test on two counts, as explained below: 

 
20 For example, see:   

[2009] NZEnvC 103_Maniototo Env Soc et al vs Central Otago District Council And Otago Regional Council, 
at  [208], 
[2010] NZEnvC 211_Clevdon et al vs Manukau City Council, at [185] and [193], 
[2012] NZEnvC 120 Wallace vs AKL Council, at [65], [66] & [67], 
[2014] NZEnvC 129_Guyco and PHPSS vs FNDC, at [88] and Outcome at [101], and 
[2014] NZHC 3328 _TW Reed Appeal vs FNDC, at [49], [50], [51], [95], [96] & [97]  

21 For example, see: [2009] NZEnvC 103 ibid, [2012] NZEnvC 120 ibid, & [2014] NZHC 3328 ibid [49] & [50], 
22 [2010] NZEnvC 211 ibid, [193] 
23 [2014] NZEnvC 129 ibid, 
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The assertion of the RP’s Māori cultural associations derives from the PH2 
report’s comments regarding a purported high concentration of recorded 
archaeological sites on this land. However, the consultants failed to evaluate 
the location and nature of any sites relevant to our RP Sites, or even list 
them, stating24: “there are too many sites recorded on the Rangitoto 
Peninsula to record individually”. In contrast, HNZ informed our planning 
consultant in March 201625 that there are “10 archaeological sites recorded 
in the vicinity of your client’s property” and listed them all by their NZAA Site 
No.s. Our careful examination of the full site records for these 10 sites26 (as 
summarised in Annexure C) reveals that only six and part of a seventh are 
located on any of our RP Sites, and almost all of those are located in fenced 
off bush areas that are protected by various (non-Heritage) PDP overlay 
rules and by (our applied for) Conservation Covenant, in addition to being 
protected by the Heritage Act. The sites are also of relatively low regional 
archaeological significance (typically disturbed shell middens and ground 
depressions related to remnant kumara pits) of the type ubiquitous over the 
Northland District. HNZ state27 there are over 11,000 NZAA recorded sites 
in Northland. No doubt there are a far greater number of unrecorded sites of 
such low regional significance level as the ones on our RP Sites.  

The only two genuinely significant Māori related sites on the RP are two 
Māori Pa28, both on the harbour side of the RP. These are not on, or proximal 
to, our land and they are not listed in the PDP as either Heritage Resources 
or Sites of Significance to Māori. There are in fact no ‘Sites of Significance 
to Māori’ at all listed in the PDP in relation to the RP. The only listed Heritage 
Resource on the RP is a European colonial built heritage item being ‘Butler’s 
House’29 on a neighbouring property, but that is not visible from our property 
and not proximal to any of our boundaries. 

The valuable parts of our RP Sites, where development activity is at least 
practical, are our largely featureless cow paddocks. The NZAA listed sites 
that are to some extent located in our cow paddocks represent a very small 
fraction of that developable land. Therefore, our cow paddocks clearly 
cannot be defined as Historic Heritage resources as they do not meet the 
key arm of the Whiting Test; i.e. re having: ‘sufficient intensity of heritage 
fabric woven into the landscape to warrant the application of Section 6(f)’.  

 
24 PH2 report ibid,  p226  
25 Letter from HNZ signed by James Robinson, Regional Archaeologist, Subject: “Archaeological values at Hihi Lot 1 
DP322506; Lot 1 & 2 DP 391076; Lot 1 DP 204980; and Allot 79 PSH of Mangonui East”, addressed to Emma Miller, 
Reyburn and Bryant, dated March 29th, 2016  
26 O04/58, O04/69, O04/447, O04/472, O04/473, O04/650, O04/651, O04/652, O04/653, and O04/973. 
27 Letter from HNZ ibid, p2 
28 The two Pa being: Rangitoto within the Rangitoto Recreation Reserve aka Allotment 71 Parish of Mangonui East 
and a Pa on Allotment 67 Parish of Mangonui East that some local kaumatua have suggested should be referred to 
as “Moehuri”.   
29 “Butler’s House” is listed in the PDP Appendix 3: Schedule Of Historic Sites, Buildings And Objects, as item No. 16 
and is located on ‘Allotment 1 Section 2 Village of Mangonui’.  
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The deficiencies identified in the consultant’s PH2 report discussed under 
Reason No. 1 above, evidences that the Whiting Test is failed on a second 
count, i.e. the requirement that there be: ‘adequate expert evidence of a 
probative nature’ in order to assert that the RPHAB land reaches the 
threshold of a ‘cultural heritage landscape’. 

Therefore, the evidence evinces that our RP developable land (i.e. our 
largely featureless cow paddocks) are not Historic Heritage resources and 
therefore cannot be included within a HA overlay in the PDP. 

Arguably, the FNDC’s entire philosophy underlying its proposal to apply HA 
overlays over large areas of rural land in the Far North District for the first time, is 
in breach of the RMA (as interpreted by the EC) as in most cases it amounts to 
‘double counting’ of the kind discussed above. This philosophical approach of 
wanting to protect landscapes and Māori cultural values under the guise of Historic 
Heritage protection by authority of RMA Section 6(f) is evidenced by numerous 
statements in the S.32 HR, for example: [with emphasis added]:   

“Heritage Area Overlays, are proposed to afford protection to areas within 
the district where there is an identified cluster of Heritage Resources and 
there is potentially a mix of Significant Natural Areas (SNA), 
Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes (ONFL), Coastal 
Environment, Notable Trees and places of significance to various 
Māori iwi and hapū groups.”30 

and: 

“It is considered that the extension of the areas will protect the historic 

heritage, values and landscapes from inappropriate use, development and 
subdivision.”31  

and: 

“The table below outlines the provisions in the RPS that are directly 

relevant to Historic Heritage and Heritage Area Overlay chapters ….  

Objective 3.14 Natural character, outstanding natural features, 
outstanding natural landscapes and Historic Heritage”32 

and: 

“The key issues in these plans that have been taken into account in the 
preparation of the provisions for the Historic Heritage and Heritage Area 
Overlay chapters are as follows: 

 
30 S.32 HR, p8 
31 Ibid, p5 
32 Ibid, p11 
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 Including hapū and iwi groups in consultation of development plans and 
to recognise them as the kaitiaki of the heritage areas in their rohe 
(tribal territory); 

 Avoiding earthworks, to protect wāhi tapu and sites of cultural and 
historical significance; 

 Protecting mauri of coastal waters; and 

 Recognising the importance of protecting cultural landscape33. 

and: 

“Disturbance of heritage resources have the potential to cause significant 
and detrimental short and long-term effects that are often associated 
with construction, development, land use and subdivision. These can 
result in adverse effects such as damage to cultural areas, values, 
landscapes and resources.34 

and (in specific reference to the MRPHA and the perceived risk if the 
RPHAB was not extended over the entire RP): 

“No protection of Rangitoto Peninsular and consideration of the Sites of 
Significance to Māori and Outstanding Landscape.”35 

In our case, where there are no Heritage Resources at all on our Sites, the only 
basis for extending the RPHAB over our Sites (and most of the neighbouring 
properties) appears to be the land’s purported environmental/landscape and Māori 
cultural values. However, these values and resources, in so far as they require 
protection and are not otherwise protected by other laws, must be given such 
protection in their own (non-Heritage) chapters of the PDP; and they are; hence 
the double counting. 

Even the FNDC has determined that protecting ‘cultural landscapes’, if and when 
that becomes authorised and required by legislation that may replace the RMA, is 
problematic, as evidenced in its response to the Government’s ‘Natural and Built 
Environments Act’ exposure draft where it was stated36:  

“With the further introduction of cultural landscapes in a district known as the 
birthplace of the Nation and where Māori settlement first occurred, the 
majority of the district could be identified with those values. Protection of 
such resources need to be proportionate to the communities that are 
protecting them for the benefit of the nation.  

It would appear that the FND is over represented in this regard and it would 
not seem equitable for the FND to be the part of the country ‘carrying the 

 
33 Ibid, p13 
34 Ibid, p14 
35 Ibid, p59 
36 FNDC submission to the MfE RE: “Far North District Council submission on the exposure draft for the Natural and 
Built Environments Act”, dated 3 August 2021, p5. 
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can’ to protect these areas in perpetuity while other areas of the country do 
not.” 

Notwithstanding, the above expressed concerns, the FNDC appears to be ‘jumping 
the gun’ in endeavouring to apply protections for HLs (e.g. ‘cultural landscapes’) by 
way of its proposed HAs, even before such is authorised by legislation.  

 

Reason No.5: 

Justification for the entire RP land being subject to the RPHAB overlay was 
in part based on an erroneous premise regarding the land’s involvement in 
historically significant colonial European industrial enterprises. 

The S.32 HR states [with emphasis added]37: 

“The Rangitoto peninsula is known for its archaeological values 
through heavy involvement in the timber trade, its flax industry, 
and whalers and sealers in the late seventeenth century, visible 
today in Butler House and the Whaling Museum on Butler Point.”   

This is entirely untrue and/or misleading. There is no archaeological 
or historical written evidence that the RP was involved in either the 
timber or flax trades post 1840. These were significant industrial 
activities of the Mangonui region, however they were activities 
centred on the other (Mangonui town) side of the harbour.38 Certainly, 
no whalers or sealers came to the area in the ‘late seventeen[sic] 
century’!  

Butler House is a Heritage Resource directly associated with Captain 
William Butler’s mid-19th C. whaling ship provisioning enterprise. 
However, Butler’s commercial and domestic premises were 
constrained, at least initially, to two lots of four and one acres (1.6 & 
0.4 hectares respectively) on Butler Point.39  

Butler and his family members and later assigns subsequently 
acquired additional land at Butler Point leading to the Butler Point 
estate of some 26 hectares, now owned by the Ferguson family.  

 
37 S.32 HR, p2 
38   Refer for example: “Mangonui Gateway to the Far North”, Neva Clarke McKenna’s most substantive 
documentation of the early colonial history of this area. See particularly commentary on pp 5,6,52 & 63 re flax 
industry and 6, 7 and 139 re timber industry. 
39 Refer Survey Plan dated August 14th, 1850 depicting the 4 acre and 1 acre lots that William Butler was Crown 
Granted that surrounded both his domestic and commercial premises. The original of this plan is extant in the NZ 
Archives file titled: “Case files [Thomas Ryan, Mangonui]” (OLC 403-407) and a copy can be accessed electronically 
per: https://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE57115166  (as File 2). These 
two lots remain today as: ‘Lot 1 Section 2 Village of Mangonui’ (re the 4 acres surrounding Butler House) and ‘Lot 2, 
Section 2 Village of Mangonui’ (located at the tip of Butler Point and which was granted to Butler for his “business 
purposes” according to other documents in the ibid file - there is some evidence to suggest Butler constructed a 
bond store on this latter lot).  
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Butler Point however is regarded locally as its own distinct locality, 
not ordinarily associated with the term ‘Rangitoto Peninsula’, 
whereas the Rangitoto Peninsula is a much larger area (of circa 60 
hectares) almost entirely unconnected to Butler and his Butler Point 
historical activities or to the other historical activities ascribed to it in 
the above quoted S.32 HR passage. 

 

Reason No.6: 

The S.32 HR assessment did not evaluate the economic impact of imposing 
HA overlays over large tracts of land for the first time or assess the risk of 
not acting. 

RMA S. 32 (2) requires that [with emphasis added]: 

 “An assessment under subsection (1)(b)(ii) must— 

(a) identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, 
economic, social, and cultural effects that are anticipated from the 
implementation of the provisions, including the opportunities for— 

(i) economic growth that are anticipated to be provided or 
reduced and 

(ii) employment that are anticipated to be provided or reduced; 
and 

(b) if practicable, quantify the benefits and costs referred to in 
paragraph (a); 

and 

(c) assess the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or 
insufficient information about the subject matter of the provisions.;” 

The FNDC’s primary stated objectives for extending HA areas over 
additional land is the: 

“protection from inappropriate subdivision, use and development”40 

Therefore, the intended result must be a reduction of subdivision, use and 
development. This clearly has an economic impact including a negative 
impact on growth and employment. Nevertheless, this key impact was not 
addressed in the S.32 HR, either qualitatively or quantitatively. 

What is to be regarded as “inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development” is also not meaningfully defined. Many references are made 
to “protecting heritage values” but what that means in practical terms is left 
ill-defined. For example, for the RP land we own, would building a colonial 
European style dwelling be seen as compromising or honouring the heritage 

 
40 S.32 HR, p5 
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values of this particular land? Would subdivision to create additional new 
Sites and dwellings to provide for accommodating district population growth 
be regarded as compromising the purported heritage values of our cow 
paddocks, assuming it was in compliance with all of the non-Heritage 
provisions of the PDP? 

In terms of assessing the risk of not imposing the HAs over all of the RP (as 
well as other additional HA areas), the S.32 HR did not give any evidence 
to demonstrate that ‘inappropriate subdivision, use and development’ has 
been occurring in the areas concerned, or provide any evidence or reason 
to believe such inappropriate activity should be expected to any significant 
extent without the additional rules.   

MfE Guidance on Section 32 evaluations41 emphasises the importance of 
‘defining the problem’ (i.e. what is currently going wrong that new rules might 
rectify). The word ‘problem’ appears 32 times in this context in that key 
guidance document, however it doesn’t appear once in the S.32 HR report. 
The implied problem per the S.32 HR report is the absence of restricting 
rules. But creating rules simply because there aren’t such rules already is 
not a valid reason if the absence of such rules is not proving to be 
deleterious. Essentially the new HA overlays and their associated rules 
represent a solution to a non-existent problem; or at least to a problem that 
hasn’t been evidenced. 

 

In conclusion, the FNDC has not evinced a valid case (in its S.32 HR or 
otherwise) for the RPHAB to encompass all of the RP, in particular to 
encompass the three Sites we own.  

 

 
41 Ministry for the Environment. 2017. A guide to section 32 of the Resource Management Act: Incorporating 
changes as a result of the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment. 



Property Address 
(Rating Unit)

Certificates of 
Title

Legal Descriptions of Primary Parcels

Title Ltd as to 
Parcels (i.e. Tital 

Area not 
trustworthy)

Site Areas per 
Titles  

(hectares)

Best Est. Site 
Areas (per 

LINZ for LTD 
Titles)    

(hectares)

Owner
Valuation 
Numbers

Rate Account 
Numbers

70 Peninsula Parade, 
Hihi 0494 

NA-48A/271 Lot 1 DP 91523 No 4.1920 4.1920 
Reece & Raewyn 

Foote
00085-07302 2409026

79A Peninsula Parade, 
Hihi 0494

365565 Lot 3 DP 391076 No 1.6650 1.6650 
Stewart & Lisa 

Hampton
00085-07304 5008703

79B Peninsula Parade, 
Hihi 0557

NA-2021/63 Lot 1 DP 50149 No 1.1508 1.1508 
Philippa Moran & Neil 

Adcock
00085-07200 2409022

79C Peninsula Parade, 
Hihi 0494

89829 Lot 1 DP 322506 No 6.4700 6.4700 Zejia Hu 00085-07303 2439079

Lot 1 DP 391076 No

Lot 2 DP 391076 No

NA-134D/247 Lot 1 DP 204980 Yes

150 Peninsula Parade, 
Hihi 0494

NA-134D/248 Allotment 79 Parish of Mangonui East No 0.6399 0.6399 Ian D. Palmer 00085-07305 5013477

NA-509/127 Lots 2,4,5,6,7,8 & 10 Section 2 Village of 
Mangonui

Yes 3.336 3.404 Ferguson Family Trust

NA-509/128 Lot 1 Section 2 Village of Mangonui Yes 1.619 1.414 Ferguson Family Trust

NA-509/129 Lot 9 Section 2 Village of Mangonui Yes 0.650 0.776 Ferguson Family Trust

NA-509/130 All the land in Crown Grant 57H (H.1.37) Yes 1.214 0.973 Ferguson Family Trust

NA-509/131 Allotment 67 Parish of Mangonui East Yes 2.911 2.263 Ferguson Family Trust

NA-5C/517 Part Allotment 2 Parish of Mangonui East and 
Part Lot 1 Deposited Plan 48582

Yes 15.985 17.360 Ferguson Family Trust

Annexure A

List of all Privately Owned 'Sites' on Rangitoto Peninsula (the three yellow high-lighted sites are owned by the Submitters)

("Site" as defined in the FNDC PDP)

95 Marchant Road, 
Hihi 0494

00085-07400 2409027

365563

00085-07301Ian D. Palmer 5013476
Lot 1, Peninsula 

Parade, Hihi 0494
13.8794 10.3578 
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Count NZAA ID Location On our property?
In our fenced off 

bush areas?
Reports? Comments

1 O04/58
Disturbed terraces 

and midden
SW corner of: Lot 1, DP322506 yes No

Aug 2006 Assessment & 
Apr 2008 Field Report and 
Aug 2007 Historic Places 
Trust authority to disturb 

Re RC 2080541

Aug 2006: "site is considered to be of relatively low 
significance"

Apr 2008: "This present archaeological assessment reconfirms the 
status of the statement and further notes that the midden to be 
affected by the intended earthworks is a secondary deposition with a 
suspect provenance, although it probably originates from previous 
earthworks relating to the earlier farm track higher up the slope."

2 O04/69 pits Nth end of: Lot 2, DP391076 yes No

3 O04/447 midden
Foreshore bank in front of Stone 

cottage:
Lot 1, DP50149 No n/a

4 O04/472
terraces & possible 

pit
In bush above stream extending into 

paddock to the east. SE side of:
Lot 2, DP391076 yes Mostly

5 O04/473 midden
on flatish area above beach on small 

promotory
Lot 1, DP91523 No n/a "Disturbed by bulldozing and pine plantation"

6 O04/650 terraces On Paper Rd and bush area of:
Lot 79 Parish of 
Mangonui East

partially Yes
Site Appraisal, Oct 2020 

Re RC 2300099

7 O04/651
small eroding midden 

scatter
3m above high tide mark: Lot 1, DP322506 yes Yes

8 O04/652 midden scatter
20m Nth of stream, 10m above 

beach:
Lot 1, DP322506 yes Yes

9 O04/653
small eroding midden 

scatter
50 Nth of O04/652 on harbour-side 

bank
Lot 1, DP322506 yes Yes

10 O04/973 disturbed midden east side of: 

Lot 71 Parish of 
Mangonui East 

(Rangitoto 
Recreation Reserve)

No n/a
Exposed by illegally cut track by neighbour (refer FNDC 

letter xxxx)

Archaeological Sites "in the vicinity" of Sites owned by Zejia Hu and Ian Palmer on Rangitoto Peninsula (as avised by Heritage NZ per letter dated March 29th, 2016)

Annexure C




